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1Kathleen Lynch* and Mariya Ivancheva

4Universities and Higher Education

The expansion of higher education over the last thirty years has not only radically altered the intake in higher education it has also changed the character of higher education itself. Greatly increased participation rates have been accompanied by institutional stratification, both intra-nationally and internationally, not only between universities and other degree and diploma-awarding institutions, but also between universities themselves. Colleges and universities are differentiated in term of both their educational and research status, differentiations that are exacerbated with the growth of global ranking systems (Cantwell and Taylor 2013, Hazelkorn 2011). While the differentiations between universities, and between these and other colleges of higher education are socially significant, the issue of academic freedom arises in all cases. It is not the exclusive concern of those working in universities or elite institutions. Wherever academic scholarship is being undertaken the issue of academic freedom arises albeit in context-specific forms.

Universities and Autonomy

Universities are recognised as places for advanced scholarly learning, research, and conferring degrees; however, there is less agreement as to what constitutes the primary purpose of universities. Those who subscribe to Newman’s or Humboldt’s idea of a university assume they are fundamentally places for non-vocational higher education and research, and equally places where people exercised freedom to teach and learn without interference. Yet, early university-style institutions such as the Abbasid’s House of Wisdom in Baghdad and the Imperial Academy (Taixue) in China had a strong (albeit not exclusive) focus on religious and civil service education respectively (Kaviani et al. 2012, Stothoff 1976; Weber, 1946). Many European universities had their origins in cathedral schools and were controlled by religious bodies. The Napoleonic university model, dominant in many countries around the world, has been one of centralized direct control by the state over the university. Within this tradition, research was defined as servicing different public sectors, and the university was seen as a legitimate arena of state intervention (Musselin 2001). Modern universities in mainland Europe are no different in terms of being subject to regulation and control. They are deeply integrated with the state and have been granted ‘special status in terms of autonomy and academic freedom based on a ‘social compact’ that evolved between higher education, the state and society’ (Enders et al. 2013: 377). The rise of mass higher education in particular has meant that the universities play a pivotal role in developing the economy and society and are monitored closely in this regard. The rise of new managerialism across the public sector (Clarke & Newman 1997) has led to a new type of ‘regulatory autonomy’ for universities; they are regulated through external...
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1surveillance even though they can exercise organisational control of their own operations(Enders et al. 2013: 6).

4Contemporary Constraints on Autonomy

6While governments do actively regulate universities as institutions, especially since the later 71990s, the control that is exercised over universities in the late 20th and 21st centuries is 8neither exclusively national nor democratic. Global capitalist and geo-political interests 9exercise considerable indirect control of higher education through multilateral agencies 10including the European Union (EU), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 11Development (OECD) and the World Bank (Dale 2005, Lingard & Rawolle 2011). A perusal 12of multilateral reports shows there is a growing political assumption that universities are the 13intellectual engine of a global economy rather than a global society (European Council 2011, 14OECD 2003, 2013, World Bank 2011). While control and regulation operate generally in the 15form of ‘advice’, policy documents, such as the ‘Country Reports’ of the OECD, are thinly 16disguised ‘surveillance’ procedure promulgating a new market instrumentalism in education 17under the guise of ‘independent’ expertise (Henry et al. 2001). The control is exercised as 18’soft’ power in higher education, but it is real power nonetheless (Lo 2011). 19Also, as universities are increasingly defined and funded to be generators and purveyors of 20(market-relevant) knowledge, they have become marketable entities in their own right. 21Governments across Europe have endorsed a market view of universities as exemplified in 22the Bologna Declaration in 1999, where the focus was on ‘increasing the international 23competitiveness of the European system of higher education’. 24The commercialisation of higher education was endorsed in an even more direct manner in 25recent years. The Official Journal of the European Union reported in 2011 that there was a: 26

…need to reform further the governance and financing structures of universities allowing for greater autonomy and accountability, so as to facilitate a more diversified revenue stream and more effective collaboration with the business world and to equip universities to participate in the knowledge triangle on a global scale. (OJEC 2011: 1) 28

32While countries vary in the degree to which they sell their higher education services 33internationally, with the UK and Australia being especially direct in their marketisation (Ball 342012, Marginson 2007), private higher education is big business: it was worth an estimated 35$400 billion globally, and approximately 25% of all higher education students were in private 36colleges in the late 2000s (Nuthall, 2008). Even when universities are publicly funded and 37regulated, there is a growing expectation that they will subvent their state income from the 38sale of educational services (Department of Education and Skill 2011). Not surprisingly 39therefore, recent private higher education expansion is overwhelmingly in the private-for- 40profit higher education sector, especially in the US, but also in countries as diverse as Brazil, 41Korea and Poland (Douglass, 2012). And when university autonomy is championed, as it is in
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1Europe, it is a bounded autonomy subject to political accountability. (Nokkola & Bacevic 22014: 708).

3Yet, the history of universities shows that they have always been ‘communities of scholars’ that worked to defend their academic freedom (Hamlyn 1996, Henkel 2005). The University of Bologna, the oldest of the European universities, established in 1088 established a constitutional provision that guaranteed ‘the right of a travelling scholar to unhindered passage in the interests of education’ within 60 years of its foundation. The right to academic freedom and autonomy, originating in Bologna in the 11th century was ratified as part of the Magna Carta Universitatum on the 18th September 1988 by 388 rectors from Europe and beyond and has since been ratified by 776 universities in 81 countries (Magna Charta 1988). The charter has become a major reference for the fundamental values and principles of the university, including academic freedom.

13Although principles of academic freedom has often been challenged by religious, political or military dictatorships (Altbach 2001), and breached in various ways, through threats to their life and livelihood (http://scholarsatrisk.nyu.edu/), dismissal (Elrod 2008) or simply ‘pushing’ people out of positions (Warner 2015), protecting the rights of scholars to pursue research and teaching, outside the control of powerful interest groups, remains a defining claim of University teaching and research. Universities are expected to be watchdogs for the free interchange of ideas and are licensed accordingly to protect freedom of thought, including the freedom to dissent from prevailing orthodoxies (Docherty 2015: 6).

22Academic Autonomy and Academic Freedom: institutions, individuals and disciplines

24The European Universities Association (EUA) has equated academic freedom with institutional autonomy, measured in terms of organisational, financial, staffing and academic autonomy vis-à-vis the State, and has ranked European Universities accordingly (http://www.university-autonomy.eu/). However, while the institutional autonomy of universities matters, it is not synonymous with academic freedom. Institutional autonomy does not secure academic freedom for academics within the university per se, not least because the university as a corporate entity, especially as represented by its managerial elite, may be more aligned with the state or multilateral agencies (such as the European Commission) than the academics who comprise its core body of workers (Dale 2007, Nokkola & Bacevic 2014, Taylor 2006, Warner 2015). Senior academics can and do become co-opted into the elite governance structures of science and higher education, and as such, are incorporated into the decision-making machinery of the State (Henkel 2005)

36Thus, struggles over autonomy are not confined to the relations between universities and the State; they apply to relations between those who govern universities (both directly at Vice-Chancellor or Presidential level, and indirectly through Research Councils and other Higher Education extra-university bodies such as Quality Assurance and Labour-market planning agencies) and academic staff, especially in a new managerial age where power is highly centralised. The higher education elite can and does limit academic freedom by under-resourcing subjects for teaching and research, disallowing particular disciplines and fields of
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1 Academic freedom is most commonly understood to refer to the freedom of individual teachers and students to teach, study, and pursue knowledge and research, without unreasonable interference, institutional control or public pressure. It is defined as involving the freedom for academics to inquire into any subject that evokes their intellectual interest, to present their findings to students and colleagues, and to publish scholarly work without control or censorship. For students, it includes the freedom to study subjects that engage them, and to form their own conclusions which they can then express freely. The individualised character of academic freedom is enshrined in law in a number of jurisdictions; it has constitutional protection in South Africa, Germany, the Philippines, and has legal standing in the Universities Act (1997) in Ireland.

2 An individualised understanding of academic freedom, while vital for freedom of speech, does pose challenges for those who want to exercise it as it requires them to defend a position or perspective on their own, with all the isolation this entails (Elrod 2008). And it means that there is no protection for scholars as a group to claim the right to freely undertake research on subjects of collective interest. Because scholarly work is held in common ownership (in the sense that we build on the work of others, Merton 1973), it generally evolves over time into a collective field of knowledge as a subject or discipline. The freedom to work in these fields or disciplines is a freedom that is very important for the advancement of scholarship. Yet, there is a lack of protection for what Merton has termed this ‘communism’ of scholarship, that which is produced and owned in common with others, within an individualised concept of academic freedom.

3 The relatively low proportion of research funding allocated to social scientific or humanities subjects relative to that allocated to disciplines deemed to have market relevance is common to both Europe and the US (Slaugher & Cantwell 2012, Warner 2015). It is a very silent but effective attack on disciplinary academic freedom as dissent is removed through organisational strangulation over time. The closure of whole departments of sociology in the UK during the Thatcher administration and the closing down of Cultural Studies in Birmingham University is proof of how the academic freedom to pursue collective critical thinking in higher education has been marginalised institutionally (Gray 2003, Rutherford 2005). Attacks on interdisciplinary programmes such as Women’s Studies, Gender Studies, and Ethnic and Racial Studies in the US are also proof of how attacks on collective, disciplinary-based critical thinking can limit academic freedom by silencing research epistemologies and teaching pedagogies that are challenging the atomized liberal individualistic model of both the research subject and student (Weber 2008). While the US may appear as an exception, in so far as there has been a type of ‘McCarthyism’ in operation there since 9/11 (Silberstein 2004), the lack of respect for new interdisciplinary scholarship in the gender field is not confined to the US (Buikema & Van der Tuin 2014). In Ireland, Centres for Equality Studies, Disability Studies and critically-oriented Development Studies were either struggling or in danger of being closed by the late 2000s (Lynch et al. 2010). Women’s Studies Centres across most Irish universities have generally been merged into mainstream disciplines (Departments) (e.g. History in Trinity College Dublin, Politics and...
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Sociology in National University of Ireland in Galway) and have no intellectual home of their own. They have reduced to being ‘programmes’ rather than ‘subjects’ and are relatively invisible as independent intellectual spaces.

While University autonomy matters for individual academic freedom, it does not guarantee it, and individualised academic freedom does not guarantee disciplinary freedom for communities of scholars or subjects. The operation of academic freedom is complex and contested, and this becomes even more evident when examining issues such as ethics, external controls and freedom.

Ethics, Academic Freedom and Constraint

The privilege of academic freedom is granted to scholars on the assumption that they will be guided by an ethical imperative to pursue the advancement of knowledge, while recognising the contested character of what constitutes ‘truth’ or ‘knowledge’ in scientific terms (Kuhn 1996 [1962], Harding 1991, 2006).

The mores of science possess a methodologic rationale but they are binding, not only because they are procedurally efficient, but because they are believed right and good. They are moral as well as technical prescriptions. (Merton 1973 [1942]: 270)

To realise its purposes of advancing knowledge, Merton identified ‘four sets of institutional imperatives’ which should govern the operation of scientific and scholarly research: ‘universalism, communism, disinterestedness and organized skepticism’ (Merton 1973). He noted how the universalism of science rests on the fact that it only makes truth claims that are subject to ‘pre-established impersonal criteria’ of appraisal, ‘consonant with observation and previously confirmed knowledge’ (Merton 1973). In establishing knowledge claims, particularistic (including political or military) interests cannot determine the merits of an argument or the validity or reliability of scientific evidence. The second feature of scientific and scholarly research is, he claims, its communism: scientific research is about producing knowledge that is held in common ownership. The findings of science are the product of collective work, built on the work of previous scholars. Academics depend on the cultural heritage of their forebears and their peers and thus cannot lay an exclusive or differential claim to what they produce: ‘The humility of scientific genius is not simply culturally appropriate but results from the realization that scientific advance involves the collaboration of past and present generations.’ (Merton 1973: 275). Scientific and scholarly work is also characterised by its ‘disinterestedness’, its detachment from vested interests, whatsoever their origins, and its internal norms of ‘organised skepticism’, where all truth claims are subject to critique and investigation by other scholars, no matter how sacred they may appear or how powerful the proponents.

It is because the University is presumed to serve the public good, and to equate its own self-interest, in research and education terms, with the public interest, that it has been granted autonomy. While the public know that knowledge and research conducted by profit-driven
operations and/or by other powerful interests can and is often subject to political influence, it is assumed that this is not the norm in the university. The status and credibility of university scholarship stems in considerable part from its disinterestedness and detachment from the powerful (De La Fuente 2002, Lieberwitz 2004). Academics are granted the freedom from necessity to think and to write (Bourdieu 1993) because it is assumed they serve public interests rather than sectional powerful interests (Lieberwitz 2005). It is for this reason that university teaching and research has been largely funded from the public purse in Europe (ECOFIN 2010). Even in pro-market countries such as the US, between 70 and 80% of funding for university life sciences research is publicly funded (ECOFIN 2010).

Yet contemporary critics of science would claim that the universities, as collective entities, are no longer working according to the normative principles elucidated by Merton, especially in terms of their disinterestedness. They are increasingly beholden to funding from the corporate sectors, directly and indirectly, so their autonomy, and disinterestedness (in the sense of serving and enhancing the commons), is in serious jeopardy:

‘…it is clear that graduates in the natural sciences increasingly can find employment only in corporate labs; mostly, they are working for defense contractors, for pharmaceutical companies, or in electronic or biotech industries And the university science departments, which historically isolated themselves from commercial interests and now and then from national state interests, today can claim little such autonomy. Their values are commercial and national state values. (Harding 2006: 8)

Moreover, universities are big business and education and research are tradable commodities. In research terms universities provide opportunities to develop patents and commercialise products as scientific discoveries are increasingly defined as private properties (particularly since the passing of the Bayh-Dole Act in the US in 1980). Scientific achievements are seen as opportunities for creating competitive advantage rather than a means of serving the public good in a disinterested manner (Munch & Schafer 2014: 62).

The sale of educational services is a major export for several countries: in Australia alone they were valued at Aus$17.2 billion in 2008-09, or about 1.4% of GDP (OECD 2013). In the UK, the export of education services by universities amounted to £23.4 billion (US$43 billion) in 2007/08. In gross output terms this was equal to the value of the ‘printing and publishing industry, and considerably larger than the pharmaceuticals industry’ (Marginson 2007: 8). ‘If higher education were an industry, it would be one of the world’s biggest and most dynamic’ (Yelland 2013).

The paradox of autonomy in this case lies in the ways in which academic freedom has been framed as a struggle against state meddling (and this can mean, being free from the intervention of public interest in academic production), while failing to take due account of the way universities have become complicit with interventions by the market. While it is true that in modern liberal democracies, the state has functioned as a mechanism to defend capital from labour, and mass higher education has been used as a redistribution mechanism to quell conflict (Panitch & Gindin 2012), the question remains open as to whether academics should be cushioned against just any demands from democratic governments? In contemporary
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socialist countries such as Venezuela, academic autonomy has been used by conservative academics to resist government attempts to democratize public universities and make access to higher education universal, and knowledge, socially pertinent (Ivancheva 2013).

In contemporary liberal democracies the way in which ethical responsibilities map on to academic freedom in an increasingly corporatized, politically-determined, academic environment is contentious. If academics can only study, research and teach subjects that are corporately funded or politically approved, and can only educate those who work for, or service the commercial sectors, how free are they?

Academic Freedom and Commercialisation: an Irish example

Under the Irish Universities Act (1997) individual academic freedom is explicitly protected at the individual level:

A member of the academic staff of a university shall have the freedom, within the law, in his or her teaching, research and any other activities either in or outside the university, to question and test received wisdom, to put forward new ideas and to state controversial or unpopular opinions and shall not be disadvantaged, or subject to less favourable treatment by the university, for the exercise of that freedom.

However, individual freedom is exercised under institutional constraints. The exercise of administrative power in Irish universities is highly centralised in the president or provost under the 1997 Universities Act: the president is defined by law as the ‘chief officer’ and the ‘accounting officer’ of the university. What this means in effect, is that heads of universities have the power to exercise control over academics should they chose to exercise it. While there are institutional constraints on CEO power through various bodies, including Academic Councils, Governing Authorities and such like, the law assigns ultimate power to the Chief Officer not to the body of academics or other staff.

Moreover, state funding to public universities (and all universities, and most other higher educational colleges in Ireland, are public) is increasingly conditional on meeting government targets and demands, both directly in terms of the types of student education prioritised, and indirectly in terms of grant aid for highly selective fields and market-led of research.

Academics who have the ‘freedom’ to research new ideas or to introduce new subjects are increasingly confined to fields of scholarship that are supported by government, which are, in turn, strongly influenced by business interests, especially those in science and technology. The impact of commercial interests is reflected especially in the funding of research. None of the subjects in the Arts Humanities and Social Sciences were listed as priority funding areas in the Research Prioritisation report for Ireland in 2011. Not only are science and technology prioritised for research funding, but within these fields very specific areas are targeted. And there are targeted incentives within Science Foundation Ireland’s
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1funding system to develop strong links with industry in making research bids, particularly 2through the Spokes programme.

3The positioning of higher education as a net contributor to the economy rather than a public 4service was accelerated by the austerity plans imposed by the IMF, ECB and EU Commission 5after the financial crisis in Ireland in 2008, although the process was in train prior to this 6(Lynch 2006). Private bank debt was translated into sovereign debt under pressure from the 7European Central Bank in particular the net effect of which was to greatly reduce funding to 8higher education for both students and staff. This led to a series of increases in student fees 9(which are the 2nd highest in Europe next to the UK, EURIDYCE 2014), declining grants for 10maintenance especially for low-income students, a reduction in university staffing and the 11increased casualization of academic and other staff appointments under what was known as 12the Employment Control Framework. There has also been a significant increase in fixed- 13term and part-time contracts in recent years and a deterioration of working conditions 14(Walsh 2012, Gallagher 2013, Loxley et al. 2014). The deteriorating working conditions were 15documented by the Irish Federation of University Teachers (IFUT) in a submission to the 16Expert Group on Fixed-term and Part-time Lecturers in August 2014.

18Academic Freedom, Tenure and Casualisation

20Although tenure is interpreted differently across different countries, implying permanent and 21civil service status in many mainland European countries, being a public sector employee but 22not a civil servant in some (Ireland and the UK), and having long-term employment rights in 23the US and Canada, in all cases it is understood as granting job security of employment in 24some form to academics (Karran 2007).

25Proponents of academic tenure, including UNESCO (1997: 32) have insisted that ‘Tenure 26constitutes one of the major procedural safeguards of academic freedom’. It gives faculty 27members the autonomy to challenge students intellectually and to challenge academic and 28university orthodoxies (Machlup 1996: 2, Nelson 2012). It allows academics the freedom 29from necessity to think innovatively and independently, to resist negative administrative 30sanction, to collectively shape institutional decisions, and to secure certain liberties for non- 31tenured staff (McPherson & Schapiro 1999: 81, De George 2003: 18).

32At an institutional level, it is a way of creating incentives for innovation and excellence, and 33contribution to the continuity of intellectual memory in the university and its academic 34community (CWE 2010, Nelson 2012). Moreover, tenure is necessary on pragmatic grounds: 35in a world that is highly competitive for knowledge expertise it allows universities to retain 36excellent scholars who might leave academia without security (Nelson 2012). Tenure allows 37academics to have a long-term engagement with, and commitment to, the institution of 38research and teaching (Karran 2007, Kaplan 2010).

39Despite the widespread recognition of the importance of tenure for academic freedom and 40engagement, tenured employment has been declining for 50 years in the US (Finkelstein, 412007, National Centre for Educational Statistics 2011): it was 75% in 1970, 56% in 1975 has 42declined steadily since then to reach 30% in 2007 (Kaplan 2010). Moreover, newly hired
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1 faculty members work under increasing pressures to fundraise for their research, and engage
2 in teaching, supervision and administration on ever-lowering salaries and contractual
3 insecurity (Honan & Teferra 2001: 187). In Germany, while the number of university
4 students has increased dramatically in recent decades as has the number of non-professorial
5 (non-tenured) staff, the number of professorships (permanent tenured chairs) has stayed the
6 same (Enders 2001: 5). Most demand for new academic employees has been met by hiring
7 temporary faculty, whose number has increased over 45% from 2000 to 2012. Four-fifths of
8 the research and two-thirds of the teaching at German universities are covered by the non-
9 professorial academic staff most of whom are employed on fixed-term contracts
10 (Wissenschaftsrat 2014a, 2014b). And while the average age of first professorial appointment
11 is 41, new legislation has made it impossible for academics to be employed in temporary
12 positions for more than six consecutive years (Jungblut 2014).

13 A number of European countries have introduced a tenure track system on the American
14 model including the Humboldt University in Berlin, the University of Twente in the
15 Netherlands and the new Aalto University (combining 3 former universities) in Finland. The
16 University of Helsinki and the Tampere University of Technology in Finland are also
17 planning to introduce a tenured system. This effectively removes the security of tenure that
18 academics had as civil servants (Herbert & Tienari 2013). In Austria, the University Act 2002
19 radically altered working conditions for academics: there is no tenure track career and
20 contracts are temporary until the person reaches the level of full Professor. Professors are
21 subject to ongoing assessment every 3-6 years to retain tenure. New member states in the
22 Eastern periphery of the EU have championed lower-paid open-ended contracts early in the
23 researchers’ careers (ESF 2009: 19) for the employment of academics. The disjunction
24 between good pay, job security and mobility has made the pursuit of a research career
25 increasingly difficult for a new generation of scholars (ESF 2009, Kaplan 2010). In all types
26 of countries, having tenure (even on limited terms) has become the privilege of a minority;
27 there is a class-related generational injustice in this process as older (generally) and
28 established academics retain security while new entrants face a work life of increasing
29 precariousness.

30 The European Science Foundation (ESF) has shown how women are especially vulnerable to
31 tenure insecurity. They have dropped out of academic careers in ever greater numbers,
32 especially as the requirement of geographic mobility and job flexibility make it difficult for
33 them to dedicate time to family building “in the rush hour of life” (ESF 2009: 10-11). In the
34 USA, research by the Centre for the Education of Women (CEW, 2010) shows major gender
35 differences between tenured and non-tenured staff. Within a sample of 343 academics in all
36 fields and across twelve universities (CEW, 2010: 1, 2), it found that 75% of non-tenured
37 faculty were women in the humanities, 60% in the social sciences and 46% in the natural
38 sciences (CEW 2010: 5).

39 Although there are some who have argued for the abolition of tenure, on the grounds that it
40 may reward academic lethargy and that it allows for the reproduction of faculty of a rather
41 uniform line of scholarship and opinion (Kaplan 2010, Schaefer Riley 2012, Wetherbe 2012,
42 422013), it is widely accepted that without tenure, it is more difficult to exercise academic
43 freedom. As Robert Leik has observed, the crumbling of the tenure system in the 1990s has
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led to the decreased interdisciplinarity, increased instrumentalization of research for business purposes, and a visible loss of rights to speak up because of fear of economic reprisal (Leik 31998: 753).

5 The Geo-politics of Academic Knowledge

Academics are not only isolated scholars working to the norms of scientific rigour, but they also function as collective agencies, operating under difference governance regulations cross-nationally (Altbach 2001): they are organised professionals with sectional interests and conflicting sets of values and goals (Rhoades 1983). Moreover, they are constituent members of the cultural elite, serving and oftentimes subservient to other elites (Bourdieu 1988). And historical evidence would suggest that academics, have operated as a ‘professorial oligarchy’ in different countries at different times, and have often only being held to account in terms of student access for example, under pressure from governments. In the United States, it was the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890 that ‘advanced egalitarian interests, promoting the regeneration and expansion of a public sector in higher education (through the land-grant college) and using federal funding as a weapon to enforce compliance in the area of discrimination…’ (Rhoades 1983: 303). The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Higher Education Act of 1965 further consolidated these early gains.

While some academics have been at the forefront of social movement to make universities more open and accountable to those who are without power or money and/or who have not had the benefit of higher education themselves, this could not be said of academics as a corporate body cross-nationally (Rhoades 1983). Elite universities and their professoriate have jealously guarded their privileges over many generations and across very different countries (Bourdieu & Passeron 1979, Bourdieu 1996; Reay et al. 2009, Schuetze & Slowey 2002). Universities have had a long tradition of servicing the interests of powerful groups: the work of Mignolo (1999, 2009) and Bird (2001) shows how European universities have played a key role in cultural and intellectual colonisation across a range of continents that is deeply racialized. The ‘Geo-politics of knowledge goes hand in hand with geo-politics of knowing…. it is a racially marked body in a geo-historical marked space that feels the urge or get the call to speak,…’ (Mignolo 2009: 2). Globally, successful academics are overwhelmingly white, Western and male (Alatas 2003, Connell 2007a and 2007b, Harding 331991, 2006, Smith 1999). They come to know the world from the vantage point of Western epistemology with the limitations that this entails, not least the assumption that premier knowledge begins in the West and is framed through Western scientific understanding.

Western imperial knowledge was cast in Western imperial languages and was theo-politically and ego-politically founded. Such foundation legitimizes the assumptions and claims that knowledge was beyond bodies and places and that Christian theology and secular philosophy and science were the limits of knowledge-making beyond and besides which all knowledge was lacking: folklore, myth, traditional knowledge, were invented to legitimize imperial epistemology….. social actors who happened to be
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white, inhabiting Europe/Western Christendom and speaking specific languages assumed that what was right for them in that place and which fulfilled their affects, emotions, fears and angers was indeed valid for the rest of the planet and, consequently, that they were the depositor, warrantor, creator and distributor of universal knowledge (Mignolo 2009: 18-19).

Mignolo’s critique suggests that the decolonisation of knowledge on a global scale is a key dimension of academic freedom. We do not just need a paradigmatic shift within the received wisdom of established disciplines (however valuable this may be), but rather to reframing of core questions about the world because of the historical and epistemological limitations of Western paradigms. We need to challenge the doxa that universal truths and universally applicable theories are produced in the Western metropole of knowledge production, whereas the periphery can only voice its local truths and create knowledge to solve nationally-specific problematic (Lomnitz 2001, Frank & Meyer 2007). Academic freedom is not only about the rights of individual academics, it is also about the rights of communities of knowers to be recognised and enabled to name their own world academically (Freire 1970, Lynch & O’Neill, 1994, Lynch 1999).

A further and related reason for rethinking the epistemological basis of our knowing is because knowing is not confined to reason only, as much of Western thinking assumes it to be (Nussbaum 2001). What we know about the world is learned emotionally ‘Emotions are not irrational pushes and pulls, they are ways of viewing the world. They reside in the core of one's being, the part of it with which one makes sense of the world’ (Nussbaum 1995 374). And it is our feelings in the world, especially our feelings of compassion arising from our own neediness that compel us to be ethical. Knowing without feeling can be value indifferent and politically dangerous because: ‘Intellect without emotions is, we might say, value-blind: it lacks the sense of the meaning and worth of persons that the judgements internal to emotions would have supplied’ (Nussbaum 1995, 381). Yet much of academic thinking brackets issues of emotions and values outside of academic understanding, even though emotions and values inhabit research and teaching by virtue of what we know, what we choose not to know, what we prioritise and what we trivialize.

A rethinking of academic freedom therefore means recognizing the lack of freedom of others geopolitically. It means recognizing the cultural biases of dominant Western intellectual traditions, and the limitations they impose on our understanding of the world outside the linguistic, philosophical and paradigmatic frameworks of Cartesian, Eurocentric/Western thought (Lynch et al. 2007, Sayer 2011).

Not only is academic life, and freedom within it, influenced by the geopolitics of academic scholarship, it is also influenced by the more local and personal biographies of academics. Feminists have identified the ways in which the domain assumptions of male researchers led to the trivialisation of the feminine, both in theory and in research (Harding 1991, Smith 2012), while disability studies scholars have shown how mainstream researchers, across many disciplines, disregarded the research and political interests of disabled people (Oliver 1992). The interface between the biographies of academics and their research subjects is not simple therefore; academics cannot step outside their culture, their embodied selves, either
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cognitively and affectively. The bearer of the research paradigm impacts on the paradigm itself; this is a deeply internalised constraint on academic freedom. This also means that students who attend universities are not academically free to learn all-there-is-to-be-known as those who teach them do not know what they unable to know, due to the limits of their biography, their paradigms and their culture.

Doxas of the Academy – Gendered Carelessness, the Neglect of Values and Related Matters

Time, Care, Gender and the organisation of university life

Academic life is based on the premise that one has much time, personally-controlled time and care-free time to think, to write and rewrite: one needs freedom from necessity to be a successful academic (Bourdieu 1993). To have mentally free time, and time to cover distances of space (and of culture, through learning other languages) requires disengagement from other consuming forms of labour, one of the most greedy of which is care labour. This means that substantive as opposed to merely formal academic freedom assumes a relatively care-free life. This is a deeply gendered assumption because while there are some changes in the amount of care work that men do, primary care-giving is overwhelmingly undertaken by women in contemporary Europe (Gálvez-Muñoz et al. 2011). Academic women are no exception (Bailyn 2003, Probert 2005). As not all caring can be delegated without being transformed (Lynch et al. 2007), those who have non-transferable dependency demands on their time and energy, either cannot publish widely, or cannot publish as much as others.

Moreover, the self-marketisation required of academics (because the self is synonymous with the product in the case of an academic) is contingent on being able to being mobile in time and space, and to be able to delegate essential care and love work to others. To globalise one’s point of view, one must have time to do the promotional work that internationalising one’s work requires, not only writing and research time, but care-free travel time, networking time, conferencing time and general self-promotional time. It is not surprising therefore that those who are well known academically (or indeed in literature or the arts) are disproportionately people who are care-free, namely men. A 24/7 work model of working does not grant parity of academic freedom to women, (and men) who are primary carers as they simply cannot avail of it. The finiteness of human energy does not allow for it, no matter how elasticated people try to be (Grummell et al. 2011).

The new market-led academy (Slaughter & Leslie 2001) imposes expectations of performativity that only a care-less worker can fully satisfy (Moreau et al. 2007). Primary carers, most of whom are women, like people whose skin is brown or black (Ahmed 2012), do not quite fit ‘the ‘shapes’ required by higher education organizations (Barry et al. 2007). They are strangers invoking emotions of fear among normal community members (Ahmed 2004). And even if one does fit the shape, having the body and the class shape to feel ‘at home’ in academia, is very challenging given the institutionalised white, middle-class, male-controlled genealogy of academia (Adair et al. 2007, Ahmed 2012, O’Connor 2014).
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The experience of being estranged is real and embodied but it is largely silenced in neoliberal academia because for to admit to experiencing exhaustion, stress, overload, or not being able to work intensely, or publish more, is to admit to failure. Yet experiencing insomnia, anxiety, shame, aggression, hurt, guilt and a sense of inadequacy are ubiquitous if rarely articulated in the academy itself (Gill 2009). A University and College Union’s survey in the UK found academics reporting ‘very high stress levels, considerably higher than average’; they also found that stress levels had increased from earlier surveys in 1998 and 2004 (Court & Kinman 2008 cited in Gill 2009). For those who are on temporary and part-time contracts, the experience is even more intense.

Values

Understanding the carelessness of higher education also involves appreciating the failure to recognise how values are encoded in all forms of research and education. There is, for example, an assumption in social scientific analysis that social actors are interest-led, power-led but not evaluatively led (Sayer 2006, 2011). Consequently limited intellectual space or time is devoted to analysing how inevitable interdependencies and vulnerabilities shape social actions, and frame evaluations, beyond issues of status, power and materiality.

What Sayer (2005) has termed ‘lay normativity’, is outside the realm of academic analysis. Yet in everyday life people are evaluative beings, they are aware of likes and dislikes, good and bad, right and wrong in all social actions and interactions (Sayer 2011). People judge social situations in terms of secular or other ethical norms. By virtue of vulnerability and the need for others, and the human capacity to do good or harm, people are evaluative beings. The neglect of what people value, and their way of valuing, has led to a poor scientific understanding of what matters to people (Sayer 2011), and how interdependencies and vulnerabilities impel people to exercise judgements, judgements that are deeply affectively driven (Lynch et al. 2009).

At the root of the problem lies the concept of the ideal citizen informing higher education and research emanating from classical liberal education: the focus is on the development of the autonomous rational actor encapsulated in the Cartesian dictum Cogito ergo sum. The student is educated (and is understood socio-educationally) as living in the public sphere as an economic, political and cultural actor. She or he is not educated for a relational life as an interdependent, caring and solidaristic human being (Lynch et al. 2007). Moreover, contemporary education draws heavily on Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy of cognitive objectives, emphasizing the development of logical mathematical intelligence and abstract reasoning (Gardner 1983, 1999). It has inherited from classical liberalism an indifference to the affective domain and an allegiance to the education of the rational autonomous subject (Noddings 1984, 2003).

The deep-rooted carelessness at the heart of academic thinking about the person-to-be-educated, and in university organisation, demonstrates the limits of the current Western understanding of academic freedom, and the narrow frame of scientific understanding underpinning it. The failure to appreciate the emotionality, relationality and evaluative dimensions of being human limits academic freedom to know people in all their complexity.
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Neo-liberalism shares with the classical liberalism, a humanist tradition that defines the person as an autonomous and rational being. As such, it carries through into the 21st century a deep educational and philosophical indifference to the dependencies and interdependencies that are endemic to the human condition (Kittay 1999, Noddings 2003, Nussbaum 2001). In line with classical economic views of education, neoliberalism also defines the person to be educated in economic terms, as ‘homo economicus’ a labour market actor whose life and purposes are determined by their economic status. These twin sets of values are reinforced with a third set of educational purposes, namely the conceptualisation of the person to be educated as a highly individualised, self-regarding and consuming economic actor.

Competitive individualism is no longer seen as an amoral necessity but rather as a desirable and necessary attribute for a constantly reinventing entrepreneur (Apple 2006, Ball 2003, Peters 2005). What neo-liberalism has succeeded in doing, however, which classical liberalism did not do, is to subordinate and trivialise higher education that has no market value. In that regard, it threatens future scholarly work in public interest values and systems outside the market.

Conclusion

The history of universities shows that they have been both hierarchical and patriarchal (Bagilhole 1993; Morley 1999; Saunderson 2002; Reay 2004, O’Connor 2014). They were not models of enlightened organisational practices even prior to the emergence of the endorsement of neo-liberal values. Moreover, tenured academics are drawn disproportionately from white middle class backgrounds, and are more likely to be men than women. (Reay 2004, Bagilhole & White 2011). While there have been critical voices in higher education, critical of its pedagogy and its exclusivity (Apple 2010, 2012, Giroux & Giroux 2004, Harding 1991, hooks 1984, Peters 2005) it is also true that they have been minority voices, often working against the tide even in the pre-neo-liberal days.

While there has been some intergenerational social mobility over the last 50 years, it is not primarily a meritocratic phenomenon (Brown 2013). The social class and racial background of those who enter higher education has remained relatively stable for almost half a century, especially if one measures higher education intake into socially prestigious and occupationallly valuable degree programmes (Duru-Bellat et al. 2008, Tieben & Wolbers 2010, Rumberger 2010, Sianou-Kyrgiou 2010) or elite university intake. Prestigious universities have drawn their intake disproportionately from the upper classes of society: the more prestigious the university, the more socially selective the intake (Buisson-Fenet and Draelants 2013, Giroux & Giroux 2004, Reay 2009). Merit, race and social class have been aligned in a way that is deeply questionable in educational and social justice terms (Gomberg 2007).

But the generative site of injustice does not rest within education alone. Economic inequalities between classes feed into educational inequalities in the status of the credential obtained, and the social networks available, leading collectively to labour market differentials in pay and opportunities (Franzini and Raitano 2013). The aspiring middle classes face social
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1 Congestion rather than social mobility in the labour market, however, with increasing competition for a small number of secure, reasonably well-paid positions. While educational attainment matters, social networking also plays a significant role in determining labour market outcomes from higher education in a highly competitive labour market situation (Brown et al. 2011, 2013, Franzini & Raitano 2013).

6 Universities have not been innocent bystanders in this process: they have been embedded with professional interests, servicing those interests well from a functional perspective, but often doing little to challenge the evident social closure practices within powerful professional groups. They have been party to forming the power and status of the professional classes of the state (Hanlon 2000). Thus, attributing responsibility for the corporatisation of universities entirely to remote capitalist interests filtered by the State is to disregard the role that the universities themselves have played in this process.

13 While the dismissal of a US professor for the expression of politically sensitive ideas (Elrod 142008), the ‘pushing out’ of high profile and critical academics in the UK (Warner 2015), and the emergence of the Scholars at Risk network, show that there are serious threats to critical scholars in a number of countries, the numbers of tenured Western academics being removed, or pushed, from their posts in the latter part of the 20th or early 21st century due to their exercise of academic freedom is very small. Tenured academics have worked under some higher educational institutions have higher status than universities, notably the Grandes écoles in France, and some have lower status, such as Community Colleges in the US.

5 Throughout the paper we use the term ‘university or universities’ to denote all types of higher education institutions.

7 Humboldt enshrined the freedom to teach and to learn (Lehrfrieheit and Lernfrieheit) as guiding principles for a university when founding the University of Berlin while Newman, in his enunciation of ‘The Idea of a University’, claimed that the university ‘contemplates neither moral impression nor mechanical production’ (Newman 1852: p. 125-6).

11 Academic autonomy is defined as a fundamental principle of a university under the Magna Charta Universitatum agreed by European University Rectors in Bologna in 1988. The university is an autonomous institution at the heart of societies differently organized because of geography and historical heritage; it produces, examines, appraises and hands down culture by research and teaching. To meet the needs of the world around it, its research and teaching must be morally and intellectually independent of all political authority and economic power. Academic autonomy implies having academic freedom including the freedom of teachers and students to teach, study, and pursue knowledge and research without unreasonable interference or restriction from law, institutional regulations, or public pressure. Academic freedom is also defined in the Magna Charta as a fundamental principle of university: Freedom in research and training is the fundamental principle of university life, and governments and universities, each as far as in them lies, must ensure respect for this 21st fundamental requirement. (Britannica 2014).

22 In the Irish Universities Act (1997) 14 (2) academic freedom is equated with individual academic freedom: A member of the academic staff of a university shall have the freedom, within the law, in his or her teaching, research and any other activities either in or outside the university, to question and test received wisdom, to put forward new ideas and to state controversial or unpopular opinions and shall not be disadvantaged, or subject to 26 less favourable treatment by the university, for the exercise of that freedom.

27 Fourteen research priority areas are listed by the Report of the national Research Prioritisation group, none of these refer to the arts, humanities or social sciences and all are listed as being the STI (Science, Technology and Innovation) field and are deemed to be market relevant.

30 Correspondence between the President of the ECB Jean Claude Trichet and the Irish Minister of Finance Brian Lenihan in 2010 was released in November 2014; it shows that Ireland was forced to accept a bail out on ECB terms.

33 This involved the Higher Education Authority, the government body regulating higher education, having direct control over the numbers of staff employed in each higher education college from 2011-2014. Limits were set to the numbers of staff who could be employed at different levels.

36 See Mission statement of Scholars at Risk (Scholars at Risk n.d.)

学术资本主义在企业和个人层面的发展并非偶然，也不是简单地由外来力量强加的。学术人士和大学作为企业机构未能挑战市场价值观和新管理主义在高等教育中的传播，并且，有时，他们与这些价值观进行合作以获取个人或机构的职业发展优势，这本身就削弱了学术自由。

校友和大学没有向高等教育发出秘密警察，而是我们自己通过将管理主义作为日常生活实践来实现这一转变。 （Stuart Hall, cited by Giroux & Giroux 2004: 45）

学术人士有自主权和自由的利益，这对他们的研究工作至关重要，然而，作为专业人士，他们也在为权力和地位提出要求，这与任何其他专业群体并无不同（Johnson 1972, Rhoades 1983）。这两者的结合需要被审视，因为自主的智力自由本身可能与专业的自主权不一致。这些保护专业利益的措施可能会阻止异议或限制进入高等教育，以确保学科和/or职业的垄断。虽然学术人士作为专业人士的权力下降可以归因于高等教育的激进政策和政府对控制大量公共资金的机构的监管，但学术人士可能也应对自己的权力下降和地位下降负责。

是时候重新反思了，是时候挑战我们自己的行为了（Bourdieu 1993）。这意味着命名学术机构中的种族化、性别化、随意化和阶级化等级制度，以及这些等级制度如何损害自由。这也意味着认识到学术自由在许多国家日益不稳定的工作条件的威胁，以及它不再以市场为导向的新学科集体的形成和进步，尤其是这些学科不是市场导向的，是日益受到威胁的，而在商业化的时代，这与市场化的商业关系密切。它需要学术人士公开宣称组织的束缚和教学和研究的资金不足会削弱学术理念，尽管会无声地削弱自由。总体而言，学术人士需要挑战强大的利益，这些利益包括他们自己的利益（Bailey & Freedman 2011）。
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1profession. Only in following the principle of disinterestedness can they protect their own
2freedom.
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